Host Erryn says:
MISSION SUMMARY: The Artemis continues its investigation into the remnants of the colony on Struve II.
Host Erryn says:
Mysterious neutrino emissions have taken shape, destroying a shuttle on the surface, and now holding the Artemis itself in some sort of death grip.
Host Erryn says:
Meanwhile, Dr. Andrews and the away team are kilometres below the surface, looking at the remnants of a former civilisation.
Host DR_Andrews says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>
aEO_Bryn says:
::A sleep in sickbay, memories from a past that was never hers haunting her sleep::
XOMcMer says:
@::Still looking at the two Doctors, and the ominous helmet::
SO_Stavek says:
::in weapons control bay, loading trilithium into torpedoes::
CMO_Daimon says:
@::puts away his padd into his jacket, and waits for the XO/CNS's reaction to the device::
CIV_Mika says:
::Mika exits his quarters, still yawning from his good night of sleep::
CSO_Pleek says:
::continues to monitor the neutrino emissions::
SO_Stavek says:
*CO*: Should I continue to load the charges, sir?
XOMcMer says:
@CMO: Well Doc., what are your impressions of the device? ::Pointing to the helmet::
CTO_Somak says:
::firing phasers and photons into the neutrinos::
MO_Delar says:
::Scans Bryn, watching her sleep and wondering what’s she's dreaming. He uses his self control and resists peeking into her mind::
Host CO_Ross says:
*SO*: Yes, continue, and advise CTO Somak when you are ready to load
CEO_Russel says:
::in ME, trying to scoop up all the available power to divert it to the thrusters and the structural integrity field.::
SO_Stavek says:
*CO*: Aye, sir.
CSO_Pleek says:
::looks at the scan readings....hyperactive neutrinos. Most interesting.. most dangerous::
CNS_Farrel says:
@::hovering over the tower unit of the device::
CMO_Daimon says:
@XO: Well as I said sir....I don't see what harm it could do....I can scan it if you like.
SO_Stavek says:
::notices that not much trilithium is left::
FCO_Teasley says:
::At the helm::
Host CO_Ross says:
FCO: Helm, status of breaking away?
SO_Stavek says:
::as it is a rare compound::
CTO_Somak says:
CO: Captain, shields are weakening...
CIV_Mika says:
::gets on the bridge and goes over to the OPS console::
OPS_Ewan says:
::at OPS routing power to Main Propulsion::
Host DR_Andrews says:
ACTION: The Artemis shudders in the continuing grip of the cloud.
CMO_Daimon says:
@::Takes out his tricorder...to see what type of flux waves it outputs/inputs::
SO_Stavek says:
*CTO*: More photons are ready...you may fire them.
Host DR_Andrews says:
@::watching the AT with amusement::
SO_Stavek says:
::rocks in the wake of the shudder::
MO_Delar says:
::Holds onto the bio bed, and scans Bryn again, checking over her previous injuries and wondering who Bryn's new husband is::
CTO_Somak says:
*SO*: Understood ensign. ::launches photons into a strategic position, then detonates them::
XOMcMer says:
@Dr Andrews: How many of your colony tried the helmet?
CSO_Pleek says:
::looks at the readings from internal sensors:: CO: Our Structural integrity field is now at 98%. It'll probably drop if the neutrinos keep bombarding us
aEO_Bryn says:
::Begins to toss and turn as if trying to get away from some memory::
SO_Stavek says:
*CTO*: Are they producing any noticeable affect, sir?
CIV_Mika says:
OPS: As ordered, I am here to take my next orders.
MO_Delar says:
*OPS*: Sir, what is going on up there?
CNS_Farrel says:
@::Gets out her tricorder and scans for any carrier signals in the cavern::
Host CO_Ross says:
CSO: very well
Host DR_Andrews says:
ACTION: As the torpedoes detonate, a horrible visage appears on the viewscreen for a scant moment before vanishing again.
FCO_Teasley says:
OPS: Can you transfer power to the SIF?
OPS_Ewan says:
*MO*: we are experiencing an attack by the neutrino emission
Host CO_Ross says:
OPS: Mr. Ewan, have Engineering re-route additional power to the Integrity fields
MO_Delar says:
::Hands a PADD to a nearby medic with orders on setting up a triage center in one of the cargo bays in case the ship begins take on injured crew::
CSO_Pleek says:
::monitors the effects of the torpedo::
OPS_Ewan says:
CO: Aye Sir
Host DR_Andrews says:
@XO: Four.
CEO_Russel says:
::takes the PADD an crewman is handing him and quickly glances over it.  Nods an gives it back::
OPS_Ewan says:
*CEO*: re-route more power to the integrity fields
CMO_Daimon says:
@::Smiles:: XO: I've got nothing here that would be harmful, I don't know if its gathering any information when one puts it on....
XOMcMer says:
@Dr Andrews: And what happened to those 4?  Were there any side effects?
XOMcMer says:
@CMO: What were your emotions while you had the helmet on?  Anything out of the ordinary?
MO_Delar says:
::Feels a wave hit him suddenly, a sense of fear yet nothing so primal. He picks up on a feeling of dread and worry coming from Kayan. The feeling sends him shivering::
OPS_Ewan says:
CIV: have any medical experience?
CSO_Pleek says:
CO: SIF at 94%..the torpedo apparently had no effect on the storm....
SO_Stavek says:
*CO*: Our supply of trilithium is almost depleted, sir.
CEO_Russel says:
*OPS*:  I'll try, but I might have to take some from some of the more important systems.
Host DR_Andrews says:
@::rubs chin thoughtfully:: XO: It almost seemed to boost their intelligence....but they were bright people to begin with, so it's hard to say.
MO_Delar says:
*OPS*: Attack?
Host CO_Ross says:
*SO*: Very well, secure the last torpedo, and get back up to the bridge
CIV_Mika says:
OPS: One of my past host was a doctor, but personally, no.
CMO_Daimon says:
@XO: No sir, none that I can recall.
XOMcMer says:
@Dr Andrews: At any time did you, or those 4, try to use this helmet to try to control this facility?
OPS_Ewan says:
CO: Sir, the CEO informs me it will take some time
CNS_Farrel says:
@::Walks up to the CMO:: CMO: Doctor, do you still have a telemetry link to the Artemis?  What's her status?
SO_Stavek says:
*CO*: Aye, sir ::loading last torpedo::
OPS_Ewan says:
CIV: if you can, help with medical
Host DR_Andrews says:
@::laughs:: XO: Control? As near as we could tell, it simply measures neural activity. Possibly enhances it.
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: Checking sir
SO_Stavek says:
*CTO*: The last charge is loaded sir. You may fire when ready.
CMO_Daimon says:
@XO: I've got no link with the Artemis sir, the telemetry probably can't get through
CTO_Somak says:
*SO*: Let's make this one work... ::fires::
SO_Stavek says:
::walks out of control bay into TL::
CIV_Mika says:
::frowns:: OPS: huh, yes sir.
MO_Delar says:
::In hearing about an attack, decides to wake Bryn, and grabs a hypo designed to do just that::
CIV_Mika says:
::leaves the bridge and gets into the TL::
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: Everything looks good sir
SO_Stavek says:
TL: Deck 1, Main Bridge.
Host CO_Ross says:
OPS: Time is not what we have a lot of.....
XOMcMer says:
@Dr Andrews: I am simply concerned since you don't know the capability, and perhaps even the purpose of this facility.  And you don't even know who built it.
CNS_Farrel says:
@::Looking at her two fellow officers:: XO, CMO: Something’s wrong...
FCO_Teasley says:
::attempts break away::
Host DR_Andrews says:
ACTION: The Artemis' hull groans under the pressure.
OPS_Ewan says:
*CEO* the Captain needs that power now
SO_Stavek says:
::doors swish open, and Stavek looks at the storm in front of the Artemis on sensors::
CMO_Daimon says:
@::Barely hears the CNS:: CNS: Pardon?
CTO_Somak says:
CO: Shields at 80% and falling...
FCO_Teasley says:
::feeds more power to the engines::
MO_Delar says:
::Places the hypo to Bryn's neck and pushes a small button. He hears the hiss as the chemical enters Bryn's systems and begins to revive her::
XOMcMer says:
@::Startled, having almost forgotten the rest of the AT, turning to CNS:: CNS: What is it?
Host DR_Andrews says:
@XO: It's purpose was to eliminate all physical labour for the population. It works like a planetary holodeck. What's your point, commander?
CEO_Russel says:
*OPS*:  Alright, we don't need phasers, do we?
aEO_Bryn says:
::Eyes open to see the doctor standing over her with a hypo.  She puts her hand up to stop him, her eyes wide as she is still lost in the memory::
SO_Stavek says:
::walking to science station beside CSO::
FCO_Teasley says:
OPS: I need power to the engines
CSO_Pleek says:
::looks at Stavek as he arrives:: SO: It seams the torpedoes were useless unfortunately
OPS_Ewan says:
COMM: Struve II: XO: this is the Artemis
CIV_Mika says:
TL: Sickbay
Host CO_Ross says:
OPS: Mr. Ewan, prepare a verteron beam from the main deflector on the source of the disturbance
CSO_Pleek says:
SO: The neutrino beam continues to stress our shields
OPS_Ewan says:
CO: Aye Sir
OPS_Ewan says:
*MO*: that is correct
CEO_Russel says:
::diverts power from phasers to SIF and engines.::
MO_Delar says:
aEO: Lieutenant Bryn, I am releasing you from sickbay. You are to report to your quarters immediately.
CNS_Farrel says:
@XO, CMO: I can't explain it, I just have a feeling of danger...
OPS_Ewan says:
*CEO* : the integrity fields first, then weapons
SO_Stavek says:
CSO: Would it be possible that some sort of disturbance is feeding the neutrinos, forcing them to act like this?
CEO_Russel says:
*OPS*:  I took down the phasers, transferring power to SIF and engines.
CSO_Pleek says:
SO: Not only possible as very likely. Neutrino beams don't naturally attack ships
CMO_Daimon says:
@CNS: So what do you suggest we do about it....::takes out his tricorder and scans the CNS::
OPS_Ewan says:
::prepares a verteron beam from the main deflector directly at the source of the disturbance::
SO_Stavek says:
CSO: Neutrinos usually pass through matter....why are they acting like this?
SO_Stavek says:
::wonders to self::
XOMcMer says:
@CNS: Feeling of danger?  For us, for the ship, or....?
CTO_Somak says:
::his section becomes useless, as phasers and photons won't help::
CSO_Pleek says:
SO: How would you propose to find the source of the neutrinos?
FCO_Teasley says:
::attempts break away again::
OPS_Ewan says:
CO: Sir, the CEO re-routed the power to the integrity fields
SO_Stavek says:
CSO: I....do not know, sir...
CIV_Mika says:
::gets to sick bay::
CSO_Pleek says:
SO: Well, our integrity field is made to shield us from these emissions., so they block them
CNS_Farrel says:
@CMO, XO: I don't know...yes the Artemis something is wrong...I can feel the slightest echoes of danger
Host CO_Ross says:
OPS: Very well
CSO_Pleek says:
SO: If they were to reach the warp core there is no telling what could happen
CIV_Mika says:
MO: Hi, I've been asked to help with medical, may I be of assistance?
Host CO_Ross says:
FCO: Mr. Teasley, we move any yet?
SO_Stavek says:
CSO: So you wish me to run a diagnostic on the warp core?
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: I've been trying and we can't move
CEO_Russel says:
::looks for other systems to shut down for extra power.::
CMO_Daimon says:
@:: Looks down at his tricorder...she seems normal:: CNS: And your feeling ok....right...not getting claustrophobic in that EVA?
Host CO_Ross says:
FCO: Let's try moving forward then.
XOMcMer says:
@::Very concerned: attempts to call up to Artemis.... with no effect::
SO_Stavek says:
CSO: Atmospheric disturbances may also cause the unnatural influx of neutrinos...
OPS_Ewan says:
CO: Sir, I have the main deflector ready to send the verteron beam
CSO_Pleek says:
::nods to the SO:: SO: A wise course of action. Carry on
MO_Delar says:
::Looks over to see the CIV:: CIV: Yes, report to Ensign Adkins, she'll give you a list of duties...
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: Aye sir
XOMcMer says:
@Dr Andrews: Any idea of if, how, this facility could cause any trouble for a ship in orbit?
Host CO_Ross says:
OPS: When you have the power, fire as long as you can
CSO_Pleek says:
SO: yes but not at this level with this precision
SO_Stavek says:
CSO: Or dark matter...any number of things could cause this...
FCO_Teasley says:
::attempts to move the ship forward::
OPS_Ewan says:
CO: Aye Sir
CMO_Daimon says:
@ Dr: what is the quickest way to the surface from here?
CIV_Mika says:
CIV: Very well.
CSO_Pleek says:
SO: But we can never dismiss the possibility that this is a natural phenomenon
OPS_Ewan says:
*CEO*: I am re routing more power to the main deflector
Host DR_Andrews says:
@XO: None. The emitter designs don't seem to have that kind of range.
CNS_Farrel says:
@::nodding to the doctors question:: CMO: I'll be alright.   
SO_Stavek says:
CSO: Yes...I will run that diagnostic now.
CIV_Mika says:
::walks over to the ensign in question and asks for his duty::
Host DR_Andrews says:
ACTION: The ship remains motionless.
Host DR_Andrews says:
@CMO: The way we came.
SO_Stavek says:
::walks to TL::
CMO_Daimon says:
@CNS: Ok, well just let me know if you need something.....and if we need to get you back to the ship, we can do that too.
CEO_Russel says:
*OPS*:  Understood, I'll see what other systems I can take power from.
OPS_Ewan says:
::begins to route more power to the main deflector::
SO_Stavek says:
TL: Engineering.
FCO_Teasley says:
::increases speed::
XOMcMer says:
@Dr. Andrews: Have you found any controls for this facility?
Host DR_Andrews says:
ACTION: The neutrino storm seems to weaken slightly from the deflector emissions.
CSO_Pleek says:
::nods to the SO as he leaves.. he didn't really need to get a "first hand report" but its ok::
MO_Delar says:
<Adkins>CIV: I need you to get to the main cargo bay and oversee the set up of a triage center.
Host DR_Andrews says:
@::shakes head:: XO: No, it's entirely self-regulating.
CNS_Farrel says:
CMO, XO, DR: Perhaps something down here is causing trouble up there.....maybe we should shut everything down
XOMcMer says:
@Dr Andrews: How would it know what work needed doing?
aEO_Bryn says:
::stares up at the doctor::
SO_Stavek says:
::rocks ever so slightly as the TL stops::
FCO_Teasley says:
::cuts power:: CO: Nothing sir
CIV_Mika says:
Adkins: With pleasure, I'm on my way.
Host DR_Andrews says:
@XO: It never seems to need  any.
MO_Delar says:
::Taps the release order into his PADD:: aEO: Did you hear me Lieutenant?
SO_Stavek says:
::walks into Engineering::
CEO_Russel says:
::takes LRS offline and diverts power to SIF and deflector.::
Host CO_Ross says:
FCO: Try rocking her back and forth, anything
CMO_Daimon says:
@CNS: Question is, is there an off switch...and if we turn it off will we be able to turn it back on....
XOMcMer says:
@Dr Andrews: What I meant is how would it know what labour it needed to accomplish?
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: Aye sir
CSO_Pleek says:
CO: Structural integrity field is now at 91%
Host DR_Andrews says:
ACTION: The giant reactors on the surface hum a little louder.
OPS_Ewan says:
::has routed more power to main deflector begins the  verteron beam towards the source of the disturbance::
aEO_Bryn says:
MO:  Yes... ::swings her legs over the side of the bed::
MO_Delar says:
::Looks over before the CIV leaves:: CIV: Mr. Mika is it? I will be down to help the triage momentarily...
Host CO_Ross ® (VerteronBeam.wav)
Host DR_Andrews says:
ACTION: The storm regains its strength despite the beam.
CIV_Mika says:
MO: Thank you.
CMO_Daimon says:
@:: Hears the louder hum:: Self: what’s going on?
CIV_Mika says:
::heads for the cargo bay::
OPS_Ewan says:
CO: Sir, it's still gaining strength
SO_Stavek says:
::gets tricorder out, starts scanning warp core::
aEO_Bryn says:
::slides off the biobed saying nothing to the doctor::
Host CO_Ross says:
CSO: Understood!
MO_Delar says:
aEO: Oh and Lieutenant...
CTO_Somak says:
::watches the sensors::
CMO_Daimon says:
@Dr: Sounds like the generators are coming back on.....is that a usual event?
aEO_Bryn says:
::turns and looks at the doctor::
Host DR_Andrews says:
@::looks up at the generators:: CMO: No...I've never seen it happen before.
SO_Stavek says:
Computer: Run a level four diagnostic on the warp core. Check for any inconsistencies concerning neutrino emissions
MO_Delar says:
aEO: I will be required to official note your pregnancy in the ships log...I hope you understand...
XOMcMer says:
@Dr Andrews: Is there some way of having the facility go back into standby?
CNS_Farrel says:
@::Ears perk as the humming from the generators increases:: CMO, XO, DR: Almost as if something were drawing more power....Doctor Andrews, can you deactivate the generators?
SO_Stavek says:
::hears the mechanical clicking as the computer searches the Artemis' database::
aEO_Bryn says:
::sighs with a nod then turns to leave, thinking the captain was going to very disappointed in her::
MO_Delar says:
::Tries to give a friendly smile:: aEO: Now get some rest...sir.
Host DR_Andrews says:
@XO: No, it's completely automated.
FCO_Teasley says:
::tries to rock the ship::
OPS_Ewan says:
::still sending the beam to the source::
CSO_Pleek says:
CO: Captain, the storm seams to be getting stronger slowly but gradually. SIF is now at 80%
CTO_Somak says:
CO: Captain, the beam doesn't appear to be doing much. But if we focus it, we can punch a hole through it and send a message to the AT...
OPS_Ewan says:
COMM: Struve II: XO: this is the Artemis
aEO_Bryn says:
::Stepping outside the door, pauses a moment, running her hand through her hair::
CSO_Pleek says:
CO: .. and dropping
CMO_Daimon says:
@Dr: Is there anyway to get down to them....I'd like to look at something.....
MO_Delar says:
*CIV*: What is the status of the medical teams, Ensign?
CIV_Mika says:
::begins preparing triage::
CEO_Russel says:
::still looking for more power.::
SO_Stavek says:
<Computer> SO: The Warp core is operating within normal parameters.
SO_Stavek says:
::sighs in disappointment::
Host DR_Andrews says:
@CMO: Down? It would be a long trip.
XOMcMer says:
@::Not knowing what else to do, steps over to helmet:: Dr Andrews; I think I'll try this on after all....
OPS_Ewan says:
::routes more power from the replicators to the verteron beam::
aEO_Bryn says:
::Catching her breath, heads in the opposite direction of her quarters, toward engineering::
OPS_Ewan says:
CO: Sir, still no contact with the AT
Host DR_Andrews says:
ACTION: The intelligence gauge inches up about a fourth of the way up the tube.
SO_Stavek says:
*CSO*: The warp core has nothing to do with it, sir. I am reporting back to the bridge. I have an interesting theory I'd like to direct to you and the CO
CMO_Daimon says:
@Dr: that’s fine...just point out the ladder....
Host CO_Ross says:
OPS: Recommendations
CNS_Farrel says:
XO: Commander, how do you feel? 
SO_Stavek says:
::walks into TL::
Host DR_Andrews says:
@::grins:: XO: I suppose a commander doesn't need brains...just a loud voice?
CIV_Mika says:
*MO* All is going as planned... ensign
FCO_Teasley says:
::attempts moving the ship up::
SO_Stavek says:
TL: Deck 1, Bridge.
CSO_Pleek says:
*SO* Very well Mr Stavek. The storm is getting worse, we could use you on the bridge
XOMcMer says:
@::Donning helmet, and trying to sense if there are any information being offered::
Host CO_Ross says:
OPS: Very well, keep continuing to contact them
Host DR_Andrews says:
@CMO: To get there, I suppose you'd have to jump that rail ::points:: and drop at least 10 km.
SO_Stavek says:
::notices that this was the first time he had been in engineering::
MO_Delar says:
*CIV*: Understood. Please report to sickbay every 5 minutes.
aEO_Bryn says:
::Enters engineering and looks for Russel::
SO_Stavek says:
::departs from TL::
CIV_Mika says:
*MO* It will be my pleasure.
OPS_Ewan says:
CO: Sir, I could try and re-route more power to the weapons system and try a phaser volley at the source
Host CO_Ross says:
OPS: Mr. Ewan, focus the beam tighter, using Mr. Somak's settings
CIV_Mika says:
::continues his work::
SO_Stavek says:
CSO: Sir, I would like to propose a theory I have to you and the captain.
CEO_Russel says:
::takes a few TLs offline and diverts power to SIF.::
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: Sir, she won't budge
CMO_Daimon says:
@ Dr: what no lift....no access tubes?
MO_Delar says:
::Smiles and goes to the CMO's office. He stops and looks over the desk and places the PADD with Bryn's medical write-up down on the desk::
Host CO_Ross says:
OPS: No effect in the past
OPS_Ewan says:
CO: Aye Sir
Host CO_Ross says:
FCO: Very well, conserve power cut back to station keeping
aEO_Bryn says:
::Seeing him, heads over toward his area::
CNS_Farrel says:
@XO: Try thinking about the Artemis, concentrating on the familiar presence of the crew......anything?
OPS_Ewan says:
CO: Then Sir I'll use Mr. Somak’s settings
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: Aye sir
Host DR_Andrews says:
@CMO: None. Or they removed them when they finished.
CSO_Pleek says:
::scans the "heart " of the storm, trying to find a possible source for the neutrino emissions::
XOMcMer says:
@::Seeing something out of the corner of his eye, Jason turns his head and...::Dr Andrews: Have you ever tried that blue panel over there?  ::Pointing::
aEO_Bryn says:
CEO:  Anything I can assist you with?
SO_Stavek says:
CSO: Sir?
CIV_Mika says:
*MO* All is going on schedule, Mika out.
Host DR_Andrews says:
@::lunges forward and seizes the XO's hand:: XO: DON'T....
OPS_Ewan says:
CTO: Send me your settings so, I can focus the beam tighter
XOMcMer says:
@Dr Andrews: I guess you DO know what it does!  Care to enlighten us?
CEO_Russel says:
aEO:  Well, the ship is being slowly crushed so there are repairs to be done all over the ship and... did the doctor say you could come here?
MO_Delar says:
::Returns tot he main infirmary to see a medic treating a tactical officer who was injured slightly during the initial rocking of the ship::
CNS_Farrel says:
@::Is startled by the sudden intensity of Dr. Andrews::
CTO_Somak says:
::transfers the settings to OPS::
Host DR_Andrews says:
@::breathes deeply, calming himself:: XO: The two that pressed that....
CSO_Pleek says:
::shakes her head looking at the readings then finally notices the SO there:: SO: You said you had a theory?
SO_Stavek says:
CSO: My hypothesis is that something is hidden in the neutrinos.
aEO_Bryn says:
CEO: The doctor is down on the planet and I am fine.  Where do you need me the most at the moment?
Host DR_Andrews says:
@::looks away:: XO: It actually seems to increase intelligence. Significantly. Three of us tried it.
OPS_Ewan says:
::gets the settings and sets the verteron beam to a tighter pattern
OPS_Ewan says:
::
CTO_Somak says:
CO: Shields at 60%!
SO_Stavek says:
CSO: Someone may be merely using them as a distraction.
XOMcMer says:
@Dr Andrews: And what else does it do?
CMO_Daimon says:
@Dr: but what does the blue panel do?
SO_Stavek says:
CSO: As neutrinos cannot attack anything. They do not "exist", to put it bluntly, in our world.
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: Cuts power
OPS_Ewan says:
COMM: Struve II: XO: this is the Artemis, can you hear me Cmdr. MacMer?
Host DR_Andrews says:
@XO: That's all it does. The panel activates that portion of the device.
MO_Delar says:
::Wonders if Bryn has done as he has ordered. He realises that she is a strong willed and determined woman, capable of breaking orders when they suit her needs::
CSO_Pleek says:
SO: Perhaps but we still have to deal with them. Our only other possibility is to scan the rest of the planet, looking for anything else that may be of importance
MO_Delar says:
Computer: Locate Lieutenant (jg) Kayan Bryn.
XOMcMer says:
@Dr Andrews: And what happened to the other two who pressed it?
CIV_Mika says:
*MO* If all goes well, triage center will be operational in 15 minutes.
Host DR_Andrews says:
ACTION: The AT's COMMs beep.
Host CO_Ross says:
CTO: Mr. Somak, how about using the ship's deflector dish as a lightning rod, and focus this energy out into space
FCO_Teasley says:
::gets thinking about the situation::
SO_Stavek says:
CSO: ::sighs slightly:: Aye, sir
XOMcMer says:
@: Jumping, startled, as the COMMs beep::
CMO_Daimon says:
@::Receives the Comm:: XO: Incoming Communication sir...do you want to take it?
OPS_Ewan says:
CO: Sir, the beam is focused in a tighter pattern
CEO_Russel says:
aEO:  The shield emitter on deck 7 needs repair.
MO_Delar says:
*CIV*: Very well. Once you are complete, I will send Ensign Adkins to take over and you can return to your bridge duties. I thank you for your assistance Ensign.
Host DR_Andrews says:
@::relieved to see the XO's attention drawn from the panel...doesn't want him to get hurt::
XOMcMer says:
@CMO: You take it, I need to finish talking with Dr. Andrews here....  ::looking back to the Dr.
SO_Stavek says:
OPS: Is the beam having any effect?
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: Sir I think I got an idea
CIV_Mika says:
*MO* It was a pleasure, ensign.
aEO_Bryn says:
::Nods and grabbing a repair kit, heads off towards the shield emitter::
CMO_Daimon says:
@COM: Artemis: CMO Daimon here, how may I help you?
Host CO_Ross says:
OPS: Very well, keep it active as long as you can
MO_Delar says:
<Computer>MO: Lieutenant (jg) Kayan Bryn is in Main Engineering.
aEO_Bryn says:
::steps onto TL::  Computer:  Deck 7.
CSO_Pleek says:
SO: If this were indeed an attraction, then the real attack or whatever they want to do should be coming soon. Maintain a close eye on both SRS and LRS
OPS_Ewan says:
CO: Sir, the beam must have opened up a channel to the AT, I have CMO Daimon
XOMcMer says:
@Dr Andrews: Well?  What did it do to the other two who tried the panel?
CNS_Farrel says:
@::Beside Daimon listening to the comm::
OPS_Ewan says:
::keeps the beam tightly focused in the same pattern::
Host CO_Ross says:
OPS: Get a status report
MO_Delar says:
::Taps his comm badge:: *CEO*: Sir, is Lt. Bryn there?
SO_Stavek says:
CSO: Aye, sir ::positions self in front of sensors::
CMO_Daimon says:
COM: Artemis: Is everything going well up there....?
Host CO_Ross says:
OPS: Advise them of our status
aEO_Bryn says:
::Steps off onto deck seven and heads for the shield emitter::
CEO_Russel says:
*MO*:  She just left, why?
Host DR_Andrews says:
@::looking a little sad and angry:: XO: They died. With agony. It destroyed their brains.
OPS_Ewan says:
COMM: Struve II: CMO: the Captain wants a status report
CTO_Somak says:
CO: Aye, sir. ::focuses the deflector beam, then uses it as a rod to gather the neutrino energy and send it back into space::
OPS_Ewan says:
SO: the beam opened up communications with the AT
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: Sir I got an idea
Host DR_Andrews says:
ACTION: As fast as the neutrinos are scattered, more appear to replace them.
MO_Delar says:
*CEO*: I have ordered her confined to quarters. ::Said through grit teeth:: She has disobeyed a medical order and possibly placed herself at risk...
SO_Stavek says:
::scanning on many bands of subspace::
Host CO_Ross says:
FCO: I'm all ears Mr. Teasley
CTO_Somak says:
CO: Captain, it is working... but more neutrinos are just replacing them.
CEO_Russel says:
*MO*:  Is her condition that serious?  I need all the personnel I can get right now.
aEO_Bryn says:
::Begins repairs::
CMO_Daimon says:
COMM: Artemis: OPS: Well, everyone is in full health, and we are currently in an underground cavern, with massive energy generators....
XOMcMer says:
@::Thinking, this just keeps getting better, now what....then trying a tactic from the Disco ship..... visualising the facility, trying to sense its status....::
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: If we vent plasma all around us we might be able to disrupt this, whatever this is, the only catch is a 3 shuttle team would have to go and spread the plasma around
OPS_Ewan says:
::looks up: CO: Sir, everyone is ok and they're in an underground cavern with large generators
MO_Delar says:
*CEO*: Doctor, patient confidentiality sir. Her condition temporarily prevents her from returning to active duty. I must request that you order her to quarters...sir.
aEO_Bryn says:
::Pulls out a few chips, replacing them, then does some minor tweaking::
Host DR_Andrews says:
ACTION: Some sparks fly from an unused console on the bridge.
SO_Stavek says:
CSO: As far as the sensors can tell, there is no attack coming. It seems that it is a natural phenomena.
CEO_Russel says:
*MO*:  Aye.
CMO_Daimon says:
@COM: Artemis: OPS: Is everything going ok up there, the CNS sensed danger from the ship earlier, coincided with the generators warming up.
Host DR_Andrews says:
@::looks up... "coincided"?::
OPS_Ewan says:
COMM: Struve II: CMO: no, we're under some kind of an attack
aEO_Bryn says:
::Sitting back for a moment, stops and thinks, then 'accidentally' drops her com badge::
CSO_Pleek says:
SO: Thank you Mr Stavek. Then I believe we should concentrate our efforts on finding the source of the neutrinos, natural or otherwise
SO_Stavek says:
CSO: Something must be interacting with the neutrinos in a way.
Host CO_Ross says:
OPS: Large Generators? ::begins putting the pieces together:: Have them shut down, or something
MO_Delar says:
::Sees another officer come in with a sprained wrist. Confident of the CEO's ability to return Bryn to quarters, he moves to help the young officer::
Host DR_Andrews says:
@CMO: Attack!!??
XOMcMer says:
@"Trying to sense what 'labour' the device is attempting to accomplish::
CEO_Russel says:
*aEO*:  Why didn't you tell me the doctor had ordered you to your quarters?
SO_Stavek says:
CSO: Forcing them to have mass and charge.
OPS_Ewan says:
::looks up: CO: Aye Sir
CMO_Daimon says:
@::looks at the Dr:: Dr: what was that?
CNS_Farrel says:
@::Gives the CMO a are you thinking what I’m thinking look::
Host CO_Ross says:
::Sits forward in his chair::
OPS_Ewan says:
COMM: Struve II: CMO: Can you shut them down?
CIV_Mika says:
*MO* The triage facility is completed, I am now leaving for the bridge.
CEO_Russel says:
*aEO*:  Lt. Bryn, please respond.
Host DR_Andrews says:
@CMO: He said they're under attack?
CMO_Daimon says:
@ COMM: Artemis: OPS: Negative, there are no apparent ways of shutting them down....
aEO_Bryn says:
::Begins to do some minor work to help strengthen them::
CMO_Daimon says:
@Dr: aye, they said they were under attack.
OPS_Ewan says:
CO: They can't be shut down
MO_Delar says:
*CIV*: Understood. ::Looks over toe Adkins and nods to her. She finishes the work she is doing and leave sickbay, heading for the cargo bay to replace Mika::
CSO_Pleek says:
SO: Perhaps but I believe these are active yet normal neutrinos. The only problem is that they are interacting with our SIF. Perhaps we can find a way of diverting them. any thoughts?
XOMcMer says:
@::Hearing by play around him, with worst fears being borne out, attempting to direct the device to shut down, to stop what it is doing::
CEO_Russel says:
*MO*:  She's not responding.
CTO_Somak says:
::continues the lightning trick, maybe the neutrinos would finally stop::
CNS_Farrel says:
@Dr: Yes dr. Andrews, it seems likely the attacking force is linked to these generators, is there any way you can shut them down?
CMO_Daimon says:
@:: nods back at the CNS giving her that..."I Agree" Look::
Host CO_Ross says:
OPS: Ask if Dr. Andrews knows about Neutrino clouds,
OPS_Ewan says:
CO: Aye Sir
SO_Stavek says:
CSO: Hmm.. the FCO's idea may work to counter the effects of this storm...
OPS_Ewan says:
COMM: Struve II: CMO: Does Dr. Andrews now about the Neutrino clouds?
Host DR_Andrews says:
@CNS: I  wish I could tell you yes. And I doubt you could even destroy them...they'll repair themselves faster than you could damage them.
CSO_Pleek says:
SO: And that idea was...?
CMO_Daimon says:
@Dr: Do you know much about Neutrino Clouds?
SO_Stavek says:
CSO: I will have to confirm it with the database though. It would be illogical and inefficient to vent plasma
aEO_Bryn says:
::Finishes the job, confident of her repair, then gathering her tools, stands up to leave::
Host DR_Andrews says:
@CMO: Neutrino clouds? We detected them sometimes in the vicinity of the attacks....
CSO_Pleek says:
SO: I believe so too in this case
Host CO_Ross says:
FCO: Negative on the shuttle, they would not be able to leave the shuttlebay, but vent as much plasma as is available
SO_Stavek says:
CSO: The FCO's theory was to vent plasma around ship
CMO_Daimon says:
@ Dr: anything else...such as how to disperse them?
SO_Stavek says:
FCO: Am I right, sir?
CIV_Mika says:
::gets on the bridge::
FCO_Teasley says:
SO: Yes you are
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: Aye sir
Host DR_Andrews says:
ACTION: More sparks fly, colourfully, from various consoles.
CIV_Mika says:
OPS: I have done all I could for SB, I have been ordered to return for further instructions.
Host DR_Andrews says:
@CMO: Afraid not.
CSO_Pleek says:
::checks internal sensors to see what is happening::
FCO_Teasley says:
::starts venting plasma::
OPS_Ewan says:
CIV: Aye, stand by
CNS_Farrel says:
@::Looks at the intelligence device...seeing on of the wires linking it to the generators far below, getting an idea:: Dr: Doctor Andrews, what about sending a power serge through the alien device to try and short out those generators?
CMO_Daimon says:
@ COM: Artemis: OPS: Doctor Andrews, says that the neutrino clouds were a usual occurrence with the creature that killed the colonists.
MO_Delar says:
::Continues on with his work...hoping that an officer can deal with Lt. Bryn::
aEO_Bryn says:
::Finding a console pulls up the repair reports, makes note of a few of them and heads for those areas::
Host DR_Andrews says:
ACTION: The Artemis rocks as the plasma reacts with the cloud...violently.
CIV_Mika says:
OPS: Very well ::backs off a bit and waits::
XOMcMer says:
@::Frustrated, Jason again turns to the Dr. :: Dr Andrews: How many times have you pressed the blue panel?  And have you ever tried to control this facility after you have done so?
FCO_Teasley says:
::holds on to his console::
SO_Stavek says:
CSO: I believe it would have been wise to run a few simulations on the holodeck first.
Host DR_Andrews says:
@CNS: We've done that by accident...it repaired itself almost immediately.
CSO_Pleek says:
CO: Sir, SIF is now at 65% only and some systems are starting to malfunction under the stress
OPS_Ewan says:
CO: Sir, the CMO says that Dr. Andrews told them the neutrino clouds were a usual occurrence when a creature killed the other colonists
Host CO_Ross says:
OPS: Advise the XO, things are getting to the critical point, they maybe there for a very long time
CSO_Pleek says:
SO: Unfortunately we don't have the time for that
FCO_Teasley says:
::tries to move the ship out::
CTO_Somak says:
CO: Shields and SIF approaching critical levels...
CMO_Daimon says:
@Dr: Still worth a try if we can free up the Artemis for even a few minutes
CEO_Russel says:
::almost falls::
Host DR_Andrews says:
@XO: I pressed it once...and it took me three weeks to recover from it. And I don't have any more "control" over this system than you do.
CEO_Russel says:
::takes the remaining TLs offline.  Diverts the power to SIF.::
OPS_Ewan says:
CO: Aye Sir
Host CO_Ross says:
OPS: Well, no one has died recently, that we know of........
SO_Stavek says:
CSO: Yes...I will continue scanning for the source of the neutrinos.
XOMcMer says:
@ Dr Andrews; Are your little robots from this facility?
CNS_Farrel says:
@XO: Commander, the Artemis is running out of time...I recommend we send a massive power surge through this device down to the generators, it my buy the Artemis enough time to escape.
OPS_Ewan says:
COMM: Struve II: CMO: tell the XO that you guys may very well be down there for some time
aEO_Bryn says:
::Finding the TL offline, looks for an access way::  OK... we do it the interesting way ::climbs in and heads for the next deck::
CSO_Pleek says:
SO: Yes and try to figure out some way to divert them. Something not as energy consuming or as dangerous as plasma
Host DR_Andrews says:
@XO: Their design is from information I found here.
SO_Stavek says:
CSO: Do you believe that it would be logical to find out what the other particle that is interacting with the neutrinos composition is?
XOMcMer says:
@Dr Andrews: Do you think they can communicate with this facility?
CMO_Daimon says:
@COMM: Artemis: OPS: What do you mean by that?
XOMcMer says:
@::Motioning to CNS to indicate the XO did indeed hear her::
CSO_Pleek says:
SO: What makes you think there is another particle?
XOMcMer says:
@::As an after thought, taking off the helmet::
FCO_Teasley says:
::tries to move the ship out::
OPS_Ewan says:
COMM: Struve II: CMO: We are in serious danger up here and nothing we do is helping our plight
 SO_Stavek says:
CSO: It is the only feasible hypothesis, as the neutrinos cannot act like this on their own.
Host CO_Ross says:
COMM: CMO: Doctor, this is the Captain, at the current rate of the ship's integrity field decline, the ship will implode in 30 minutes, that is what I mean, by you being there, marooned on this planet
FCO_Teasley says:
::feeds power into the engines::
SO_Stavek says:
CSO: As you have said previously, it is plausible to assume that something is making the neutrinos disrupt themselves in such ways.
CMO_Daimon says:
@XO: Sir we've got a problem, the ship will implode due to the SIF decline...in 30 minutes
CIV_Mika says:
::wouldn't want to impose on anyone so he stays there, motionless::
Host DR_Andrews says:
@XO: They? They who?
CSO_Pleek says:
SO: Neutrinos don't interact with matter but they do interact with force fields, such as those on the ship. But you may have a point.. and a mission, try to find these particles
XOMcMer says:
@CMO: Can they leave?  If so, then  have them do so, and come back for us latter.
CMO_Daimon says:
@COMM: Artemis: CO: Yes sir, can you leave, and come back for us later?
OPS_Ewan says:
CIV: Take over the Engineering console
Host DR_Andrews says:
ACTION: The Artemis suddenly shudders very violently, with a hollow echoing sound that is disturbingly familiar to the more experienced members of the crew.
SO_Stavek says:
CO: If we do fail to avert the implosion, we should leave behind a beacon to warn ships away from this region of space.
Host CO_Ross says:
COMM: CMO: Doctor, we are caught tight in the neutrino clouds grasp........:: rocks with the ship::
XOMcMer says:
@::With a sigh:: Dr. Andrews: Can your little robots communicate with this facility?
CSO_Pleek says:
CO: SIF at 33% now!
CIV_Mika says:
OPS: Now, on this level you won't be disappointed. ::quickly goes to the console::
Host CO_Ross says:
SO: I have already programmed the ship's disaster beacon
Host DR_Andrews says:
@XO: No. They only respond to my instructions.
CMO_Daimon says:
@ XO: We've got a major problem they are caught in a neutrino rift, and they can't get away....we need to shut down these generators one way or another and quickly
XOMcMer says:
@Dr Andrews: Have you tried to instruct them to communicate with this facility?
aEO_Bryn says:
::Finds one of the burned out units and begins repairs::
CNS_Farrel says:
@::Can hear the bridge officers screaming over the rumbling of the Artemis over the comm....::
SO_Stavek says:
::starting to run simulations on the computer::
Host DR_Andrews says:
@XO: No. There's nothing in their design to let them do that.
CSO_Pleek says:
CO: And they have dropped to 16% now
CMO_Daimon says:
@COMM: Artemis: CO: Understood, we'll do everything in our power....
XOMcMer says:
@Dr Andrews: Of course if there is a switch someplace where we can turn the generators off, we could just do that instead....
Host DR_Andrews says:
@XO: No switch. This place was designed to run forever, without anyone to help.
CTO_Somak says:
CO: Hull breach. Auto force fields have been activated...
CIV_Mika says:
::begins to monitor all systems responsible for SIF in hope of boosting the current %.
OPS_Ewan says:
::thinks to himself:: I am not a Klingon, so this is not a good day to die
CMO_Daimon says:
@XO: Do you have a phaser on you sir...we could overload it and throw it down into the generators....
SO_Stavek says:
::testing every known subatomic particle known to the Federation. Trying to find out which would cause this violet interaction::
CEO_Russel says:
::orders repair team beta to fix the hull breach.::
Host CO_Ross says:
CTO: Fire the last Trilithium torp
XOMcMer says:
@Dr Andrews: It wasn't 'running' when you first showed up.  Something has turned it on, so what do we do to reverse that?
CNS_Farrel says:
XO: Dr. Andrew's mentioned before they accidentally created a power surge before that disabled the generators for a few moments, if we try it again it may help the Artemis break free sir.
Host DR_Andrews says:
@CMO: That might damage one a little. Nothing significant.
CTO_Somak says:
CO: Aye.. sir. ::fires::
XOMcMer says:
@CMO: Yes, I have a phaser.  First check to see if there is a field protecting the generators.
aEO_Bryn says:
::completes that repair, then goes to another::
XOMcMer says:
@CNS: What was your idea again?
CMO_Daimon says:
@XO: The ship is going to be destroyed in a few minutes...we don't have much time sir....
OPS_Ewan says:
COMM: Struve II: CMO: Can Dr. Andrews do anything to help?
SO_Stavek says:
::rocks from the impact of the torpedo against the cloud::
Host DR_Andrews says:
@XO: It was running...idling...when we discovered it. I don't know what's making it pick up now.
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: Permission to visually check ship systems
CIV_Mika says:
OPS: Is all the available power re-routed to SIF?
CNS_Farrel says:
@XO: Use this intelligence device to send a massive power surge to the generators, shorting them out momentarily for the Artemis to escape sir.
Host DR_Andrews says:
ACTION: The computer begins shouting warnings about various failing systems.
Host CO_Ross says:
FCO: Approved
OPS_Ewan says:
CIV: Short of cutting off life support
aEO_Bryn says:
::gathers up her tools and heads back to engineering as quickly as she can::
XOMcMer says:
@Dr Andrews: If you don't have any really good ideas, like soon, on how to gracefully put this back into standby, we'll be forced to do what we can to destroy it.
Host DR_Andrews says:
@XO: You're welcome to try.
FCO_Teasley says:
OPS: Want to give me a hand?
Host CO_Ross says:
OPS: Cut life support, there are 30 minute reserves in each section, we only have 30 minutes or less anyway
XOMcMer says:
@CNS: Do it.
OPS_Ewan says:
CO: Aye Sir ::begins taking life support systems offline::
aEO_Bryn says:
::slides down the access ladder::
CNS_Farrel says:
@::Nods to the XO and moves over to the device:: CMO: I don't suppose you were an engineering in a past life?
CIV_Mika says:
OPS: I suggest that you re-route LS power to SIF now...
XOMcMer says:
@CMO: Advise the Artemis of what we're trying so they can take advantage of it.
XOMcMer says:
@CNS: I can assist.
aEO_Bryn says:
::slows her slide as she reaches the deck she wants::
CEO_Russel says:
::sees life support go offline.::
CIV_Mika says:
::suddenly, CIV isn't thinking about anything but his job and the welfare of his crewmates::
aEO_Bryn says:
::Reaches over and enters the access way, looking for one of the access panels::
CMO_Daimon says:
@XO: Aye sir...COM: Artemis: OPS: We'll have something in a minute be ready for it
Host CO_Ross says:
CTO: Mr. Somak, see if you can fire a phaser volley, if there is power for it, and change the frequency of the beam
CNS_Farrel says:
@::Removes the side panel of the generator, revealing the power circuits for the XO:: 
FCO_Teasley says:
*CEO*: Can you meet me on Deck 5?
aEO_Bryn says:
::Exits and on the run, heads for engineering::
SO_Stavek says:
CSO: Is there anything on the ship that would attract the particles to us?
XOMcMer says:
@CMO: Maybe they can even shoot up the generators as they try to depart.
Host CO_Ross says:
CSO: Mr. Pleek, once the phasers fire, monitor the cloud for reaction. Advise the CTO of the exact point the cloud reacts
OPS_Ewan says:
CO: Sir, the Doc said they'll have something, to be ready for it any minute
CMO_Daimon says:
@XO: Sir, I've got an idea, lets say that the brain control device actually allows one to use that blue panel....then one could mentally control the device.
CTO_Somak says:
CO: Aye sir. *CEO*: I'm going to need my phasers back...
CSO_Pleek says:
CO: Aye, aye sir
CSO_Pleek says:
::monitors the cloud::
CEO_Russel says:
*FCO*:  Yes, sir.
Host CO_Ross says:
OPS: Link over to the helm console, take advantage of anything you see
CEO_Russel says:
*CTO*:  Ok.
FCO_Teasley says:
*CEO*: I'll meet you there
OPS_Ewan says:
CO: Aye
CMO_Daimon says:
@XO: Because of course they were a brilliant race, so it would make sense that the device was controlled mentally....so all we have to do is wear that helmet, and use the panel, and we should be able to shut it down.
OPS_Ewan says:
::begins linking systems with the helm::
aEO_Bryn says:
::Enters engineering and slides up to the CEO::
XOMcMer says:
@CMO: That's the theory I've been pursuing, but it seems a dead end.
FCO_Teasley says:
::heads for TL::
CTO_Somak says:
::follows the Captain's orders::
FCO_Teasley says:
TL: Deck 5
Host DR_Andrews says:
<COMPUTER> WARNING! Structural failure in two minutes, thirty seconds.
SO_Stavek says:
CSO: I retract my theory...but there must be something we can do!?
CEO_Russel says:
aEO:  Take over ME, the CTO needs phasers.
XOMcMer says:
@Dr Andrews: What do you think of that theory?
CMO_Daimon says:
@XO: Wear the helmet, and then use the panel, quickly sir, it may be our only hope.
CNS_Farrel says:
@::Starts crossing the necessary wires to create a power surge to the generators.  Gets up moves over to the panel for the helmet, and hits the overload button, shunting all the power into the generator grid below::
aEO_Bryn says:
::Nods at the CEO::
CEO_Russel says:
::runs out of ME.::
CSO_Pleek says:
SO: Yes there is, find the source of that neutrino surge and block it
Host CO_Ross says:
OPS: Launch the Ship's Disaster beacon
CNS_Farrel says:
@all: I’ve started the power surge, everyone move clear!
OPS_Ewan says:
COMM: Struve II: CMO: You better do something and fast, we have only 2 minutes
CIV_Mika says:
::continues working by tapping on his console as quickly as possible::
CEO_Russel says:
::finds the nearest JF junction.  Opens it, enters.::
SO_Stavek says:
::calmly searching for any sources of the neutrinos::
OPS_Ewan says:
CO: Aye Sir ::launches the disaster beacon::
FCO_Teasley says:
::walks onto the deck and looks for the CEO::
Host CO_Ross says:
::Shakes his head, thinking of his crew and ship::
CMO_Daimon says:
@COMM: Artemis: OPS: Make ready, its going on now....
CTO_Somak says:
CO: Captain, if I get some of this energy, and route it through the shields, perhaps the particles will ignore us like it would another particle?
CEO_Russel says:
::starts climbing towards deck 5.::
OPS_Ewan says:
COMM: Struve II: CMO: Give it all you got
aEO_Bryn says:
::Looks around at the busy staff, then turns to see what she can do with ships structural integrity for just a few minutes more...::
Host DR_Andrews says:
ACTION: The tampered generator repairs itself....
Host CO_Ross says:
CTO: We only have two minutes........do what you think is best
FCO_Teasley says:
::heads for nearest Jeffery tube::
CTO_Somak says:
CO: There is a risk that it would affect the warp core...
CEO_Russel says:
::arrives on deck 5.  Exits JF.::
XOMcMer says:
@Dr; Andrews: Were all the people who tried the helmet human?
SO_Stavek says:
CO: The CTO's idea is plausible...and in our situation...
XOMcMer says:
@Dr. Andrews; Make that were all of the 4 from your colony?
Host DR_Andrews says:
@XO: Yes, they were...why?
CMO_Daimon says:
@::sees the Generator repairing itself:: XO: Sir, permission to try the helmet in conjunction with the panel, I will do it at my own risk sir.
CEO_Russel says:
::Meets FCO as he exits JF.::
CNS_Farrel says:
@::Shouting over the rising hum of the device:: all: I'm raising the power surge to 150%....the device may explode....but it's all she's got
aEO_Bryn says:
::Notes the CEO's re-routing of power and begins to shut down all other areas not critical at the moment for that last bit of power::
XOMcMer says:
@CMO: Go ahead.  ::Thinking desperate times call for desperate measures...::
CTO_Somak says:
::collects the energy into the deflector, and tries to turn the shields to appear to be another particle::
Host CO_Ross says:
CTO: In two minutes it wont make a difference, we can’t go to warp anyway, we only have one nacelle operating
SO_Stavek says:
CSO: Do you believe so? Shields are based on forcefields, after all...
CSO_Pleek says:
CO: Short range sensors just went offline
Host CO_Ross says:
[go]
FCO_Teasley says:
CEO: Where is the controls for the SIF, we have only 2 minutes before we're crushed like a tin can
CSO_Pleek says:
SO: Yes, I believe the CTO has a good idea there.
CMO_Daimon says:
@:: Walks over to the helmet, puts it on...and puts his hands on the panel...mentally orders it to shut down::
SO_Stavek says:
CSO: And you did say our forcefields are attracting the bursts.
Host DR_Andrews says:
@XO: Don't! It'll kill you!
CSO_Pleek says:
CO: And the SIF is at 9%
OPS_Ewan says:
COMM: Struve II: CMO: Hurry, we don't have much time
Host DR_Andrews says:
ACTION: As the blue panel is pressed, the CMO reels away, screaming....
CSO_Pleek says:
SO: Not attracting, interacting with the particles
XOMcMer says:
@Dr Andrews: Either he tries to control it, or the only person who has survived it must.
CEO_Russel says:
FCO:  Follow me. ::enters JF::
CMO_Daimon says:
@::Puts all his will and energy into it shutting down::
CMO_Daimon says:
@::falls to the ground::
CEO_Russel says:
::crawls in the JF.::
FCO_Teasley says:
::follows the CEO::
SO_Stavek says:
CSO: Can we fire a probe that would simulate a force field, away from the ship?
FCO_Teasley says:
::follows the CEO in the JF::
CMO_Daimon says:
@:: Gasps in pain...::
CNS_Farrel says:
@::Crawls over to the device and hooks up her phaser on overload, adding another 25% to the power surge to the generators::
SO_Stavek says:
CSO: Attracting the neutrinos' attention there?
CIV_Mika says:
::wishes that he decided to become CIV aboard the USS Gryphon -- his second choice::
CEO_Russel says:
::arrives at the SIF controls.:: FCO:  Here we are.
CSO_Pleek says:
SO: If that probe is equipped with a force field emitter yes. Do it. It may do nothing or it may save us.. if the particles are indeed attracted to shields
XOMcMer says:
@CNS: Don't, instead try to help the CMO.
OPS_Ewan says:
::to himself:: this has been one wild ride while it lasted
Host DR_Andrews says:
ACTION: A muffled double explosion occurs in the generator, leaving the other million to carry on while the lightly damaged one repairs itself.
FCO_Teasley says:
::takes a look at it:: CEO: Shall we?
SO_Stavek says:
::executing necessary parameters for firing probe::
CMO_Daimon says:
@:: Gets up:: Dr: your controlling it...with your unconscious state...
Host DR_Andrews says:
@CMO: Thank God you're...what??
FCO_Teasley says:
::attempts to activate controls::
XOMcMer says:
@::Also surprised...::
CMO_Daimon says:
@ Dr: Your mind stopped me....please ask it to shut down...your controlling it...
SO_Stavek says:
*aaEO*: Install a forcefield generator on the probe.
Host DR_Andrews says:
@Me? Impossible!!
CNS_Farrel says:
@::Grabs the CMO's hand, helping his mind stabilise with her own::
XOMcMer says:
@Dr Andrews: It looks like its back to you.  Please use the helmet and try to straighten this out!
CEO_Russel says:
FCO:  Yes.
Host CO_Ross says:
CSO: Understood
CMO_Daimon says:
@ Dr: I don't know why.....but do it...::Feels the CNS's mind::
SO_Stavek says:
<aaEO> SO: Aye sir. ::takes a spare generator, and installs it into probe::
OPS_Ewan says:
COMM: Struve II: CMO: What is going on down there?
CMO_Daimon says:
@::Concentrates on self healing.. pushing the CNS mentally away::
SO_Stavek says:
<aaEO> CTO: The probe is ready to fire.
Host DR_Andrews says:
@XO: How could I be controlling it? And why in the world would I attack your ship with it?
FCO_Teasley says:
CEO: Let's see if we can get more power to the SIF
CTO_Somak says:
*aaEO*: No good. The launcher is offline...
XOMcMer says:
@Dr Andrews: How about you just humour the poor CMO and see if somehow you can not just think about the Artemis being a nice friendly thing that should be left alone?
Host DR_Andrews says:
ACTION: As the doctor becomes confused, the cloud around the Artemis dissipates.
CNS_Farrel says:
@::Feels the doctors brain haemorrhaging::
CEO_Russel says:
FCO:  Alright...
SO_Stavek says:
aaEO: How is the probe coming?
CSO_Pleek says:
CO: The cloud of neutrinos seams to be dissipating
XOMcMer says:
@CNS: If there is someway of getting him to sick bay, you can try it -- assuming its any safer on the Artemis!
FCO_Teasley says:
::attempts to activate controls::
aEO_Bryn says:
::watches as various light indicators go from red to yellow::
Host CO_Ross says:
CSO: Oh, from anything we did?
SO_Stavek says:
<aaEO> CTO: We will have to manually eject it....
CNS_Farrel says:
@::Transfers most of her energy into the doctors self-healing::
aEO_Bryn says:
::Directs teams to the critical areas::
CMO_Daimon says:
@:: Pushes the CNS completely away....both physically and mentally....and goes back to focusing on self healing::
CSO_Pleek says:
CO: That is unclear sir. It could have terminated itself or it could be a delayed response from something we did
SO_Stavek says:
aaEO: Do not launch the probe yet...The probe seems to be dissipating...
CTO_Somak says:
aaEO: Wait.... the cloud is disappearing. We appear to be out of trouble...
Host CO_Ross says:
OPS: Get us out of here, a very high orbit
OPS_Ewan says:
CO: Aye Sir
XOMcMer says:
@Dr Andrews: Look, we have a ship with hundreds of live at stake.  Lets go with this.  Maybe there is some reason you don't want to admit to,.... to cause you to keep outsiders away... maybe a wonderful new scientific discovery, right?
SO_Stavek says:
<aaEO> ::wipes brow, forehead::
Host DR_Andrews says:
ACTION: The Artemis limps to a higher orbit.
aEO_Bryn says:
*CEO*:  Are we clear at the moment?
CEO_Russel says:
FCO:  Did you feel that?  The ship's moving!
CNS_Farrel says:
@::Opens her eyes:: XO: I’m loosing him...I’m going to take him to the surface and attempt a beam out sir ::Slings the doctor's arm over her shoulder, pulling him along::
SO_Stavek says:
CSO: It was fortunate we survived this near-disaster
OPS_Ewan says:
CO: We are in a higher orbit, even though we limped
CMO_Daimon says:
@CNS: Please leave me be....I'll be fine...just let me do this....ok
XOMcMer says:
@::Nods to CNS:: Dr Andrews: You wouldn't be the first to be very proprietary over a new discovery...?!
Host DR_Andrews says:
@XO: This entire PLANET  is a wonderful discovery! But I'm a scientist!
Host CO_Ross says:
*CEO*: MR. Russel, get to work on restoring systems
CSO_Pleek says:
SO: Indeed. The only problem is that it is unclear what terminated the cloud. It is not very useful for future reference
CEO_Russel says:
*aEO*:  What do you mean?
CEO_Russel says:
*CO*: Aye, sir.
OPS_Ewan says:
::brings life support back online::
CSO_Pleek says:
SO: In any case, file all data collected. Who knows it where, who or when may need it
FCO_Teasley says:
CEO: We must be out
aEO_Bryn says:
*CEO*:  Meaning is it safe to begin reactivating systems?
CEO_Russel says:
FCO:  Looks like we're done here.
Host DR_Andrews says:
@XO: How could I.... ::blinks with slow, painful realisation:: ...how could I possibly....
CNS_Farrel says:
@CMO: Doctor, I’m not going to watch you die....
Host CO_Ross says:
*CEO*: and Mr. Russel, close that hull breech first
XOMcMer says:
@Dr Andrews: You're right. The entire planet IS a wonderful discovery.  And through SF, and the Artemis we can help you explore it as it deserves!
FCO_Teasley says:
CEO: Looks like, let's get out of here
CIV_Mika says:
::CIV continues working silently (and a bit afraid)::
SO_Stavek says:
::filing data, a task which is becoming routine to Stavek now::
CEO_Russel says:
*aEO*: Yes, the captain says to begin reactivating systems.
CMO_Daimon says:
@CNS: Don't worry...I'm a doctor....I won't die....let me be...I know how to deal with this....
aEO_Bryn says:
::Modulates power and reactivates systems, beginning with life support::
CEO_Russel says:
*CO* There's already a team on it.
aEO_Bryn says:
*CEO*:  We're on it...
Host CO_Ross says:
*CEO*: Very good!
CTO_Somak says:
CO: Captain, I'd like to lower the shields for repair.
Host DR_Andrews says:
@::leans against the railing, feeling a huge wave of remorse:: SELF: My God....all those people...my colleagues...my friends.... ::gasps with the horror:: ...my daughter!
CSO_Pleek says:
::looks at Stavek compiling data:: self: Perfect place to start.
CEO_Russel says:
::points to the JF.::  FCO:  After you.
Host CO_Ross says:
::Leans back in his chair::
CNS_Farrel says:
@::IS about to object when she collapses from the weight of the doctor under her own exhaustion::
SO_Stavek says:
::finishes cataloguing data::
OPS_Ewan says:
CO: Sir, bringing all main systems online
CSO_Pleek says:
SO: That’s what science is all about. Information
FCO_Teasley says:
::starts moving out of the JF::
CEO_Russel says:
*aEO*:  Russel out.
aEO_Bryn says:
::watches with abated breath as the life support comes on, hoping for no 'hitch'::
CEO_Russel says:
::follows the FCO.::
Host CO_Ross says:
OPS: Very well, once we all catch our breath, retrieve the ship's disaster beacon
CMO_Daimon says:
@:: Feels the CNS collapse....opens his eyes....and takes out his medkit:: Self: a little later I suppose....
OPS_Ewan says:
CO: Aye Sir
FCO_Teasley says:
::reaches the door and climbs out::
XOMcMer says:
@Dr. Andrews: I'm sure it was just because this was built for a different race, and you had no idea that anything you did could affect it, but you DID affect it didn't you?!?!  ::Hoping that Jason isn't barking up the wrong tree::
Host DR_Andrews says:
@::somehow manages to  maintain a modicum of self-control, walking over to the gauge and helmet::
CSO_Pleek says:
CO: SRS is still offline, I can get no information from the AT
CMO_Daimon says:
@:: Takes out his tricorder and scans the CNS:: CNS: I told you to let me know if you weren't feeling ok....
CNS_Farrel says:
@CMO: Doctor...::Gasping between breathes:: commander MacMer will handle it, we've got to .... get you to sickbay...
SO_Stavek says:
::sits in chair for the first time...Stavek is feeling more comfortable with the ship....and its crew.
OPS_Ewan says:
COMM: Ship-wide: All: I need all department heads to check in to me with your status
XOMcMer says:
@Dr Andrews: Don't blame yourself for something you didn't know you were doing....
CEO_Russel says:
FCO:  I'm going back to ME.  Laters, sir.
aEO_Bryn says:
::sighs as they come back on line::
CTO_Somak says:
::forwards OPS and CEO the damage report::
SO_Stavek says:
::scanning planet for any after effects of storm::
CMO_Daimon says:
@::wonders why the CNS assumes that the ship is ok::
Host DR_Andrews says:
@::with a brief prayer and moment of hesitation, reaches around to a well-hidden, moveable panel, revealing a small orange lever::
CNS_Farrel says:
@COMM: Artemis: Farrel....to Artemis....two to beam... ::Gasping:: directly to sickbay....
aEO_Bryn says:
*OPS*:  Life support back online... we are working on the rest as we get to it.
XOMcMer says:
@::Wondering if the CMO made it to sick bay....::
CEO_Russel says:
::opens the hatch to the next deck and crawls down.::
Host DR_Andrews says:
@XO: The lifts will take you back to the surface.
OPS_Ewan says:
*aEO* Aye
XOMcMer says:
@::Looking on in surprise:: Dr Andrews: What all are you planning on doing?
FCO_Teasley says:
::gets in TL:: TL: Deck 1
CSO_Pleek says:
::tries to re-route power to scanners and make them work again until the repair teams get to that::
OPS_Ewan says:
*CEO*: Is the transporters online?
aEO_Bryn says:
::Points the next team to working on the warp drive::
SO_Stavek says:
CO: The AT is starting to emerge on the planet's surface, sir.
CEO_Russel says:
*OPS*  Well, I didn't turn them offline, you'll have to ask Lt.Bryn.
CMO_Daimon says:
@CNS: Can you move?
XOMcMer says:
@::Intuition screaming at Jason:: Dr Andrews: Please save the Artemis, but don't self destruct.  We need your knowledge of this place!
OPS_Ewan says:
*aEO*: Bryn: Transporters online?
CEO_Russel says:
::Arrives in front of ME.  Opens the JF.  Exits into ME.::
Host DR_Andrews says:
@XO: I'm planning on staying with my discovery, while you go to your ship.
aEO_Bryn says:
*OPS*:  Yes... the main ones are, but not the secondary ones.
SO_Stavek says:
CO: This...Dr. Andrews...seems to have let them off his tour ::Stavek does not know of the mysterious events surrounding the mission::
Host DR_Andrews says:
@XO:  If this technology gets back to the Federation, they'll try to use it. My use has cost dozens of lives.
FCO_Teasley says:
::walks onto the bridge and takes the helm::
OPS_Ewan says:
*aEO*: Bryn: that’s all I needed to know
Host DR_Andrews says:
@::pushes the orange lever, wincing slightly at the hair-raising whine that starts to come from the generators:: XO: I suggest you move quickly.
XOMcMer says:
@Dr Andrews: That's only because of lack of understanding.  Even today you and I have learned much from this facility...
CNS_Farrel says:
@::Nodding to the CMO, getting up and crawling on with the doctor::  COMM: Artemis: Artemis, come in.
CEO_Russel says:
::walks to the aEO.::  aEO:  Thank you for your time, Lieutenant, now return to your quarters.
OPS_Ewan says:
COMM: Struve II: CNS: Prepare to be beamed up  ::begins to beam up Dr. Andrews and CNS Farrel::
Host CO_Ross says:
::Looks over at the Science Officer:: SO: they can return........if need be
CMO_Daimon says:
@::Helps the CNS up, helps her get to the lift....::
XOMcMer says:
@::Seeing Dr. Andrews motion, motioning to the security team, heads out to the lifts at double time::
aEO_Bryn says:
::Looks up at the CEO with a frown::
SO_Stavek says:
CO: Aye sir.
XOMcMer says:
@Com Artemis:: AT to beam up....  :::Hoping that they're in a position where they can do so!::
Host DR_Andrews says:
ACTION: As the last of the AT reaches the lifts, they hear the doctor mutter something about his daughter, between sobs.
Host DR_Andrews says:
ACTION: The AT rises in the lift at amazing velocity.
CMO_Daimon says:
@::Goes with the XO::
XOMcMer says:
@CMO: The rest of the AT is right behind you::
SO_Stavek says:
CO: The AT is surfacing, sir.
XOMcMer says:
@::Trying not to get dizzy from the motion of the lift....::
CEO_Russel says:
aEO:  Don't look at me like that, those were the MO's orders.
CMO_Daimon says:
@ COMM: Artemis: OPS: The AT's are surfacing....please give emergence beam out....
Host CO_Ross says:
SO: Have the transporter room beam them directly to sickbay for examination
CNS_Farrel says:
@::Stares at the decks the scream by, thinking of doctors Andrew’s last words::
aEO_Bryn says:
CEO:  Begin your pardon sir... does this mean that we are out of danger?
SO_Stavek says:
CO: I believe a transport will be possible, sir.,
CMO_Daimon says:
@ COMM: Artemis: OPS: Directly to sick bay, and I want it quarantined.....
CEO_Russel says:
aEO:  From what I've been told, yes.
XOMcMer says:
@COM: Artemis: Have sensors record all happenings on the surface area.  I think the generators are about to blow...
Host DR_Andrews says:
ACTION: The CMO and CNS transport to the Artemis.
OPS_Ewan says:
*CEO* SRS up and running?
CSO_Pleek says:
::keeps monitoring the storm that caused so much trouble and is still there::
CMO_Daimon says:
::Finds himself in Sick Bay, puts the CNS on a biobed, and activates the EMH::
CNS_Farrel says:
::Materialises on a biobed, sighs in relief::
Host DR_Andrews says:
ACTION: Short range sensors detect a HUGE amount of energy build-up from the planet's core.
OPS_Ewan says:
CO: Sir we have Warp 3
CSO_Pleek says:
CO: Sir, I still detect the neutrino storm on the planet
CEO_Russel says:
*OPS*:  Yes, sir.
aEO_Bryn says:
::Takes a deep breath, then with a sigh nods::  CEO:  Alright... Then I will be in my quarters should I be needed...
CMO_Daimon says:
EMH: I want full physicals on everyone in here....
Host CO_Ross says:
OPS: Mr. Ewan, break orbit, head for Struve III away from this planet
CTO_Somak says:
SO: I'll have a SEC report to Sickbay to clear them for duty.
XOMcMer says:
@COM: Artemis: Anytime would be good to beam the rest of us up.
OPS_Ewan says:
::tries to get a lock:: COMM: Struve II: AT: Prepare yourselves ::begins transport of the rest of the AT::
CEO_Russel says:
::nods to the aEO.::
OPS_Ewan says:
::then beams the beacon back aboard the Artemis::
SO_Stavek says:
::watches as a power surge in the planet's core rises::
aEO_Bryn says:
::Turns and exits engineering::
OPS_Ewan says:
::transports the AT to sickbay::
CSO_Pleek says:
CO: Sir, according to these readings, it looks like the entire planet will explode in 15 seconds!
OPS_Ewan says:
CO: Sir, a good time to leave?
Host CO_Ross says:
OPS: Break Orbit, now!
aEO_Bryn says:
::Pausing outside the door, runs a tired hand through her hair, then heads for the nearest TL::
XOMcMer says:
::Materialising in sickbay, stepping over to one of the beds, sits down with a huge sigh of relief....::
SO_Stavek says:
::collects all data that he can on the planet::
OPS_Ewan says:
::enters warp 3::
aEO_Bryn says:
::Feels the ship go to warp and stops::
CEO_Russel says:
::monitors the systems returning to normal.::
Host DR_Andrews says:
ACTION: The Artemis enters warp, and Struve II explodes three seconds later.
aEO_Bryn says:
Computer: Location of Cmdr. MacMer.
CNS_Farrel says:
::An MO gives her a hypo, her exhaustion subsiding a little::
XOMcMer says:
::Looks around to ensure the entire AT made it back..... Counting all the noses that need to be there, another sigh of relief...::
SO_Stavek says:
CO: The shock wave is of such magnitude that it would have reached 22.9KM out of the planet's radius
Host DR_Andrews says:
ACTION: Slowly, the deck plates begin to rattle.
CMO_Daimon says:
<EMH> ::Takes out a tricorder and checks the CMO:: CMO: Mild shock, and some brain haemorrhage this Hypo should help ::Gives the CMO a hypo::
aEO_Bryn says:
<Computer>: Cmdr. MacMer is located in sickbay.
Host CO_Ross says:
OPS: Shields!
OPS_Ewan says:
::raising shields::
aEO_Bryn says:
::nods and alters her destination as she steps in the TL::  Computer: Sickbay.
OPS_Ewan says:
<raising>
CMO_Daimon says:
EMH: Very well, I'll keep that noted...please check the rest of the AT...
CSO_Pleek says:
::watches, waits and holds on::
Host DR_Andrews says:
ACTION: On the viewscreen, the shock wave draws close, fast....
XOMcMer says:
::After deck shudders dissipate, Jason falls back on the bed with a moan, what a mess this AT turned out to be!!!!::
SO_Stavek says:
::chair rattles as the shock wave approaches::
CMO_Daimon says:
@::Scans the XO:: XO: You look fine sir, I recommend relaxing for a bit...but your fit to go back to duty....
CEO_Russel says:
::Increases power to shields.::
Host CO_Ross says:
*All decks*:: Brace for shockwave
Host DR_Andrews says:
ACTION: The shock wave strikes the Artemis hard, momentarily overcoming the inertial dampeners and tossing the crew about.
CNS_Farrel says:
@::feels a growing vibration "uh oh"::
OPS_Ewan says:
::braces himself::
CMO_Daimon says:
::Falls to the ground::
SO_Stavek says:
::is thrown out of seat::
CNS_Farrel says:
@::Rolls off the bed:: Uh!
CEO_Russel says:
::Is thrown to the other side of ME.::
aEO_Bryn says:
::steps through sickbay and sighting her husband, goes immediately towards him::
XOMcMer says:
::Hanging on to bed as the shock wave hits...::
CSO_Pleek says:
::falls to the ground::
aEO_Bryn says:
::falls against him::
SO_Stavek says:
::hits head on side of console and earns a bruise::
CEO_Russel says:
::Hits the wall and falls to the ground.::
OPS_Ewan says:
::hits head on his console and a gash is opened on his forehead::
Host CO_Ross says:
::Is thrown out of his chair lands on the deck near the FCO console::
CMO_Daimon says:
All: Everyone ok?
CTO_Somak says:
::holds on with his Vulcan strength::
SO_Stavek says:
::disoriented for a few seconds::
Host DR_Andrews says:
ACTION: The wave passes, leaving the bridge to bask in the red glow of emergency lights.
CNS_Farrel says:
::gets back on the biobed:: CMO: oh I’m fine ::Smiling a little at the humour in the situation::
SO_Stavek says:
::Vulcan physiology kicks in and Stavek is returned to normal::
OPS_Ewan says:
::gets up and walks back to OPS::
CMO_Daimon says:
@::Stands up...and notices the EMH has gone offline...take his place and scans the rest of the AT::
XOMcMer says:
::Wraps arm around Kayan to keep her next to him on the med bed.::
CSO_Pleek says:
::starts getting up and looking around::
Host CO_Ross says:
::Picks himself slowly up form the deck:: *All Decks*: This is the Captain, damage reports to the Second Officer
OPS_Ewan says:
COMM: Ship-wide: Stations report
CEO_Russel says:
::Gets up and feels a sharp pain in his chest.::
SO_Stavek says:
*CMO*: I...believe I suffered a bruise on my cranium...it is nothing serious, though.
Host DR_Andrews says:
ACTION: The "normal" lights return.
aEO_Bryn says:
::Looks up into his eyes::  XO:  Welcome home ::smiles lightly::
OPS_Ewan says:
::wipes the blood off his forehead::
CMO_Daimon says:
*SO*: Report to Sickbay immediately
CTO_Somak says:
::shuts down all tactical systems for repair::
SO_Stavek says:
*CMO*: Aye sir.
Host CO_Ross says:
OPS: Mr. Ewan, put us on a heading for Starbase 185, best possible speed
XOMcMer says:
::Hearing the CO's words, thinking its sure is good to have a 2nd Officer!, Turning to Kayan:: Hi honey, I'm home.... ::Grinning::
CNS_Farrel says:
::places one hand on her hip, half-sitting up on the biobed:: CMO: Doctor?  What are you doing?  Don't you have a brain haemorrhage?
CSO_Pleek says:
::looks at the SO:: SO: Do as the Dr orders. I'll fix things up here
CEO_Russel says:
::Helps other crewmen up.::
SO_Stavek says:
::walks into TL, heading for SB::
OPS_Ewan says:
CO: Aye ::enters a course for SB 185 at max warp of 3::
XOMcMer says:
::Gives Kayan a quick smooch::
aEO_Bryn says:
::Chuckles, laying her head against his chest with a sigh::
Host DR_Andrews says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

